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When we left off last time I had a couple of frames placed in the Jig – that was 
just for fun. There is a lot more work to do to take that pile of frames that my little 
friends left me to the jig.

In the previous post I covered the preparation and pinning of the chocks. So we 
can take up with the cleaning up of the frames. The first step is to get rid of the paper 
patterns. Yes that is a duh! statement, but the first time I thought I'd take it off with my 
sander I spent a lot of time cleaning the belt! A couple of drops of acetone will dissolve 
any tough spots and I always use an eraser to clean up att the rubber residue.

 I use a Rigid Oscillating belt sander but I am not happy with the dust pickup. So I 
took a shop vac  fitting and drilled a hole to mount it with the existing support knob.

Here it is installed and sanding an internal curve. The flat surface is used for the 
outside curves.

Illustration 1: Removing the paper

Illustration 2: Existing knob holds scoop. Illustration 3: Scoop in place and sanding



You will notice that the chocks are proud and this is how I take care of that 
problem.

After the paper is removed I run them through the thickness sander to reduce to 
the correct thickness since I used thicker stock when I assembled the frames.

After I sand them I reestablish the markings on the frames from the drawings. The 
cut for the keel is made and they are placed in the jig.

Illustration 4: Sanding Chocks

Illustration 5: Thicknessing frames



The jig holds the frames well but there is still some movement For the keel I 
inserted snug fitting blocks between each frame. I did the same at the waterline. 

It is hard to see above but the strip on the left is very thin and flexible, about 1/8” 
thick, and the right one is thicker, about 1/4” and therefore stiffer. There are handles 
glued to the back. 

Illustration 6: Spacers to secure frames

Illustration 7: Sanding strips



As you well know what follows are hours of patient sanding. I do not work on the 
outside of the hull yet as I want to leave it in the jig. I sand until I get fed up and then 
will return to it after I cut the ports and sills.

Ports and sills have always given me trouble. I usually make some sort of error in 
fitting the frames to the keel and the result is some are higher or lower than their 
neighbors. This is probably because I cut them fat for final fairing after the basic hull is 
assembled. As you have noticed I did not cut the spaces for the sills when the rest of the 
frame was cut out.

I have found it easier to lay out the sills and cut the slots after the hull is faired on 
the inside. 

While you are making the sill stock take a piece of wood long enough to fit across 
the hull at the top of the cut off frames and thin it to the thickness of the sill MINUS a 
saw blade thickness. (the saw that you will use to cut the sill slots). That will give you a 

Illustration 8: First day warm enough to work outside!

Illustration 9: Guide in place for upper cut



guide for the top of the sill cuts.

Using the cut off frames as a guide, set a guide line, mark and cut the openings. 
For cutting the slots you have many choices. I could not find my tapered exacto saw 
blade so I looked for alternatives. I found a hacksaw blade works good or coping saw or 
saber saw blade held in vise grips – whatever. My final choice was a hack saw blade in a 
holder for the gun-ports and a metal cutting saber saw blade held in vise grips. That gave 
me a pulling cut which I find is much easier to guide and places less stress on the frames 
since I would be pulling against a brace.

Another departure – check out the sill thickness and see if you have a flat file the 
same thickness or slightly (very Slightly) thinner and width close to the sill length. If 
you can come close then make some sill stock that will fit a grove cleaned up with that 
file. Makes the world easier. 

In looking over the placements of the rowing ports, I noticed that the aft most one 
was right next to the port for the aft cannon, and I felt that there would not be room to 
swing the oar so I left it out. 

The last thing for this episode is to cross my fingers and glue up the frames. The 
keel and keelson are still not glued.

Illustration 10: Finish filing the sill slots



Illustration 11: All clamped up


